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Ocean Systems Releases QuickDME – Digital Evidence Asset Manager 
 
QuickDME™ provides Law Enforcement agencies a secure, end-to-end digital evidence management solution. 

Burtonsville, MD May 28, 2014 – Ocean Systems, the market leading provider of forensic digital media evidence solutions, 
announced today it has released its latest product offering QuickDME™.  QuickDME is a secure, end-to-end, scalable digital 
media evidence asset manager that is easy to integrate within or between Law Enforcement Agencies allowing them to 
streamline the ingesting, storage, dissemination, tracking and viewing of all their digital assets involved in a case. 

“With this latest product release, Ocean Systems continues to provide Law Enforcement agencies powerful, easy-to-use, 
and affordable solutions to help them collect, process, analysis and manage all forms of multimedia digital evidence,” said 
Angelo Guarino, President, Ocean Systems.  

QuickDME supports all digital media files including video, images, audio, documents and programs.  Evidence can be 
imported via a variety of methods including auto-detect of newly mounted drive or browse to data locations for ingest.  
Additionally, the QuickDME data management engine preserves the folder structure of the imported media to ensure proper 
play back of proprietary media files that require associated files to be in a specific location.  To further support of viewing of 
all digital media evidence, QuickDME includes an Associate feature that allows uses specify what viewer to use for a file 
type. Players can also get imported into the system making them available to all users defined with viewing rights.   

QuickDME is flexible and customizable allowing it to be configured to match an agencies policies and procedures through its 
password protected Administration Functions.  Case naming syntax, crime types, incident naming categories, which cases 
get  hashed and by what hash algorithm; can all be customized to match the needs of the agencies protocols and standards.  
The administrator settings also allow access control with auditing over who uploads files, views, exports, or prints evidence 
by user permissions and case type.   

The complete QuickDME Suite™ including three concurrent floating licenses, 1 year of updates and support is $4995 
government pricing.  Additional licenses can be added to support larger labs, county, city or state wide installations.  
 
 About Ocean Systems 
Since 1999, Ocean Systems has been providing multimedia evidence collection, clarification and analysis systems to law 
enforcement.  Since then, our solutions have become an industry standard and the solution of choice of over 1,800 Local, 
State and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies in the US and around the world. 

For more information: www.oceansystems.com/QuickDME, or call 800-253-7516 
For conference information: www.oceansystems.com/dtective/events.htm 
 
Ocean Systems solutions are listed on (GSA) Schedule; contract number GS-35F-0638J. 


